Writing Stories for
General Audiences
by Carol Harrison
an isolated Northern community where the store had
almost no supplies for months seemed like fiction even
though I had lived it. For this publication, the stories
must not only be true but recognized as truth. Other
publications might want the Northern stories.

When I write stories which preserve family history, my audience is known. We share common ancestors and often memories. But I also write stories that can entertain, educate, and
encourage an audience beyond family members. Anthologies
and periodicals provide a means to have these stories reach
much further than relatives and friends.
Knowing your audience, whether in writing stories or
speaking, is sage advice. The question becomes tougher to
answer when the target audience is not a specific age group
or when they come from various backgrounds, cultures, and
faiths. The writer faces challenges in order to reach a broad
group of people with their story, essay, or article.

4. Each story also needs to be relatable to multiple cultures,
countries, and backgrounds. I received an email from a
gentleman in the Middle East about one of my stories, “The
Wedding Dress,” published in the Mothers and Daughters
book. He told me he translated it into Arabic for his wife
to read because he wanted her to be encouraged as she
provided things for their daughter. The message of the story
could translate into another culture and language.
5. The language needs to be free of idioms, unless the meaning becomes clear within the story. Also, technical jargon
or acronyms will detract and limit audience understanding
and appeal. Chicken Soup for the Soul does not discourage writing from a faith perspective and have occasionally
published a book of devotions. However, the story must not
be preachy. I wrote a story, “The Nativity Set,” which talked
about the real meaning of Christmas through a personal
story about the importance, to my young daughter, of the
birth of Jesus.

The majority of my published, short, nonfiction stories have
appeared in Chicken Soup for the Soul books which reach
a varied audience in about one hundred countries and have
My faith is an integral part of who I am. The stories of
been translated into over forty languages. These iconic
books of short stories, according to their website, are meant my life reflect my views and my interactions with others. Faith impacts how I choose to tell the story even
to share happiness, inspiration, and hope.
without mentioning specific Bible passages. My pubHere are a few tips to consider if you write for a general
lished stories have opened dialogue with people I would
audience:
never have had an opportunity to interact with. I have
received emails and have been able to share encourage1. Read the guidelines for the specific publication to
ment with others. My stories, which go to varied audiwhich you plan to submit your story in order to learn
ences, still present the truth, although in a different manwhat the editors are looking for.
ner than a sermon or a devotional, for the truth of my
faith is part of what I believe and who I am. I pray that it
2. Read some stories they have published previously to
will shine through the story and encourage the reader to
give you a better idea of the style of writing the publicathink, to ask questions, and to enjoy.
tion prints. You can subscribe to an online newsletter
from Chicken Soup for the Soul. Every day one of their
Carol Harrison, B.Ed, from Saskatoon, has
published stories from random books will be sent to
your email. You can read stories based on many of their published one book, Amee’s Story, and has
short stories in eleven anthologies including
topics without buying multiple books.
3. Chicken Soup for the Soul wants true stories. I have
realized these stories must also be believable to people
in many other parts of the world. My stories of life in
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eight Chicken Soup for the Soul books. She
is an active Toastmaster, speaks to a variety
of audiences, and teaches communication
workshops.

A BETTER ANSWER by Pam Mytroen
Rick Sutcliffe likes a challenge, apparently.
He writes science fiction, a genre
which has traditionally been regarded
with suspicion. Rick explains, “Most
Christians, at best, are suspicious of
science fiction (SF) and, at worst,
consider it Satan’s tool.”

publication date. “Paladin is now at the
publisher. It spans the history of alternate earth Hibernia from 1492 when
Paladin comes to awareness—sliding
half-burned down a hill of garbage at the
Dublin city dump—to 2001 when people
wonder why she vanished in 1975.”

noble, soldiers and civilians, students
and teachers, hard workers and the lazy,
the faithful and the betrayers. They’re
all about life—in a different context than
ours, but people are people—and sinners
in need of salvation wherever and whenever one travels.”

Sutcliffe has earned the right to make
that observation after having written
nine SF novels. He describes traditional
science fiction: “Most SF either demonizes or ignores Christianity. The corrupt
church, male dominance, and negative
assumptions about God and Christians
are generally stereotypes or tropes in
SF.” He continues, “Jesus Christ is
rarely, if ever, mentioned in this genre.
Sin, God’s justice, the cross, the Bible,
and salvation by faith, are verboten.”

Non-fiction writing comes naturally for
Sutcliffe as professor of computing science
and mathematics at Trinity Western
University. He is well-known for two
computing textbooks he wrote, in addition to numerous articles and papers. He
has represented Canada internationally on
technical standards committees and often
speaks at conferences to authors, educators,
churches, and computer scientists.

Award-winning writing meant researching and asking questions until Sutcliffe
decided upon a better answer than the
world was providing. His novels underline that Jesus Christ is the only answer
to our human condition. There is no
better answer than that.

His alternate history Christian SF
novels feature an Irish flavour with a cast
of royals, beggars, servants, soldiers,
scientists, and scholars who wrestle with
violence, redemption, and social issues
relating to the ethical use of technology. Sutcliffe has appreciated reviewers
comparing him to C.S. Lewis. “He is the
author who most informs my writing,
through both his fantasy and his science
fiction.” Mainstream readers comment
that his books are appealing for nonChristians.

In the late 1980’s his fiction became
more refined. It came down to asking,
and answering, the right question.
“I read a Stanley Schmidt Analog editorial
on the Fermi Paradox.” Schmidt asked
the question, “If there are others (aliens
or people) out there, why haven’t we
heard from them?” Schmidt’s answer
was that perhaps every advanced civilization reaches the point where its own
high technology becomes the instrument
of its destruction.

Rick considered that question. “I thought
of possibly better answers—an Earth
Rick enjoys devoted fans at conferences, where there was a broad consensus on
and he is respected for his well-written Christian morality that would forestall
such a fate and a cadre of people assigned
novels. He won the EPPIE Award in
to keep the peace and prevent the use of
2004 for the best e-published science
destructive technology.”
fiction novel of 2003, The Friends.
EPPIE awards are now known as EPIC
After that, he focused on the relationAwards and are given annually for the
highest quality electronically published ship of technology, society, and ethics in
alternate history science fiction and has
books. Another book from his series,
The Interregnum, titled The Exile, was a launched nine novels into orbit.
runner-up in the contest, and the series
Sutcliffe’s characters live out how
has twice been reviewed by Analog Sci- to handle advanced technology in an
ence Fiction and Fact Magazine.
ethical manner. “Christ and His gospel
are featured in every novel through a
It’s not much wonder that his readers
varied cast of characters, including the
are eager for another book, sometimes
rich and the poor, nobles and the igasking him repeatedly about the next

Rick Sutcliffe has been married to Joyce
(Madland) for 48 years. They have two
sons, Nathan (Charlene) and Joel (Jen).
As a professor of computing science and
mathematics, associate dean of science,
and chair of the university senate at Trinity Western University, Rick specializes in
programming languages, ethics and social
issues in technology, and
discrete and pure math.
His books are available
on Amazon, the Writers
Exchange http://www.
writers-exchange.com,
and his website: www.
arjaybooks.com.
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